IT’S TIME FOR A PREP TALK.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM TIMELY – (CAW) CUT AND WELD HARDWARE PREPARATIONS

These are on standard hardware preps that we do not have emboss dies for; from electric power transfers, and rescue hardware to concealed vertical rod exit device strikes and on.

The material is cut out with reinforcements welded in similar to hollow metal (ANSI A250.8) standards. A three week lead time is required. Please verify availability with Timely before ordering Timely can custom prep our door frames to meet your specifications.

You give us the specs, we’ll give you the preps. For more information call us at: 818.492.3500 or email us at: sales@timelyframes.com

With Timely’s Total Opening Concept an installer can install the pre-finished frame, door and hardware at one time. This results in substantial savings over other products that require return visits for hanging of doors and hardware, plus field painting costs.